The Way Ahead
for

Our Plans for the Future
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Introduction
(formally known, confusingly, as St Faith’s Church House and St
Faith’s Church Hall and the Coach House) consists of three joined buildings, with a good
selection of outside space. These are as follows:
1) Pallant Hall (formerly the Church Hall) was completed in 1929, as a memorial hall to the
fallen of WW1, it is one of the largest community spaces in the area. It is a ‘hidden gem’,
being screened from public view by the high brick wall - half way down the Pallant. The
Hall is the home to Havant Dynamo Youth Theatre, the Havant Orchestras, the Solent Male
Voice Choir, and the Havant & Hayling Bowmen. It is also used as a performance space for
musical and dramatic productions, as well as a venue for parties, lectures, fayres and fetes
- and other public gatherings. Day-time use is currently growing to include the St Faith Art
Group, and exercise classes for young and old.
2) Pallant House (formerly Church House) – This large black and white structure is believed
to date back to the early 1800s. As a three-storey house it provides a suite of rooms used
by a wide range of community groups. These include the Pallant House Play Café, the
Redeemed Christian Church of God, various self-help (or ‘Anonymous’) groups, the
Brownies – and a variety of short-term lets to parent/toddler/baby groups. An unused bedsit/flat is found in the attic. The building is listed (Grade II).
3) The Coach House – Believed to be a still older structure, the Coach House currently
houses the St Faith’s Charity Shop, and offices of SSAFA (the Armed Forces Charity).
Heritage Listing – Pallant House and the Coach House are publically listed as heritage
assets (Grade II). The Hall and surrounding land are considered assets ‘within the curtilage
of a listed building’. The heritage status of the building (which is also in a designated
conservation area) clearly has implications for what changes it may be possible to make to
the buildings. The opinion of local residents and concerned citizens are crucial in helping
Havant Borough Council to decide what changes to permit.
The Pallant Centre exists because of the community that it serves. Its history includes
acting as a first-aid station during WW2 to its last major renovation in 1956, after which
Pallant House acted as a men’s club for many years. Between then and now, a nursery was
provided for many years, and the Charity Shop has served both the Parish’s fundraising
needs (and those of other local charities). To carry on serving the community well into the
current century, some major renovations are envisaged and needed.
We want the Pallant Centre to be an exciting, stimulating place where the wider
community may gather, for entertainment and education – “maximizing the buildings’ use
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by and with the local community”1. With this important purpose in mind, the Rector and
PCC of St Faith’s launched a consultation document in mid-December 2017. 250 copies of
the document were hand-delivered to homes all around the Pallant Centre. Copies were
made available in the Parish Church and the Pallant Centre, and were sent electronically
to all present users of the building. The document was also promoted through the St
Faith’s Facebook page (which has 235 mainly local followers)
This document placed before the Community the current challenges of the building as we
saw them. It then proposed seven ideas for meeting these challenges – seeking the
opinions, ideas and suggestions of everyone who uses or lives nearby before arriving at
firm proposals. After due consideration of the responses, five ideas were agreed.
22 written responses to the document were received, of which 14 described themselves
as ‘living nearby’ the building, and 11 described themselves current users of the centre.
We believe that this relatively low return rate (together with the broadly positive
responses that we did receive both in writing and in conversation) indicates that the
proposals we have made are largely acceptable to the local community. (It is a well
established pattern that people tend only to respond to consultations when they object to
what is proposed!)
This present document has the following purposes:
1) To review, briefly, the changes that have already taken place over the last three years.
2) To review the current challenges of the site.
3) To describe each of the five proposals we are making for the future of the site, noting
the comments and opinions received.
4) To make recommendations to the PCC.
I look forward to receiving the PCC’s direction as to the way forward.

Canon Tom Kennar
Rector of Havant
February 2018
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This quote is from the Parish Mission Development Plan (2015) available to view at
www.stfaith.com/mission-development-plan/
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So far, so good…
Since the publication of our Mission Development Plan, the
parish has undertaken a great deal of work at the Pallant Centre,
already. Much of this work has been funded from parish
reserves, and from the proceeds of our ‘Big Build Campaign’ –
thanks to the generosity of many local people, Councilors and
businesses. Work to date has included:
 Refurbishment of the Hall - Complete repainting, sanding
and sealing of the floor, complete refurbishment of toilets (including a new
wheelchair-accessible toilet), upgrading of standard lighting, decoration of windows
and doors, and installation of cycle racks and bin-storage area.
 Creation of the Pallant House Play Café – Complete refurbishment of the ground
floor rooms of Pallant House, to create a play café – for all ages but with a focus on
young children and their parents.
 Refurbishment of the Upper Rooms (Pallant House) – Clutter cleared, and rooms
repainted and re-carpeted. Single toilet refurbished. Central heating installed.
 Repair of collapsed ceilings and walls – Two collapsed ceilings and a staircase wall
have been repaired – and new steel supports embedded in the relevant ceiling to
improve load-bearing.
 Garden – tidied and part-opened. The rear courtyard garden (formally an
overgrown wilderness) was cleared, and a courtyard garden created (with temporary
coverings) for use by the Play Café and Charity Shop.

The Courtyard was transformed – but permanent flooring still needed

 External Painting and Decorating – and new signage. The entire site has been
repainted – and where possible, rotten window frames have been repaired and the
originals retained.
 Centre Manager employed. With increased revenue from lettings, we have been
able to employ a full-time manager for the Centre – who will lead the process of
increasing lettings still further, and the general refurbishment and professional
management of the whole site.
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What are the Challenges?
Whilst the facilities are very well used, there are a number of issues, which need addressing
 Theatre Facilities – the ability to host high-quality performances are hindered by the
current equipment levels of the facility (including sound proofing, lighting, staging
and seating). There is nowhere for audiences to gather before and after
performances, except in the performance space itself.
 Wheelchair Access - There is no wheelchair access to the First floor.
 Car Park. The Pallant Centre car park is
very cramped – it is not big enough for
any group to use in their entirety. It has
only one exit, with high walls, causing a
traffic issue and a danger to
pedestrians on entering & leaving.
There is good public (and some free)
parking available near-by, and we have
begun to ask whether the Pallant carpark space might be used more
creatively than simply saving the firstcome-first-served users of the centre a few pennies on local car parking charges.
 Poorly-used exterior courtyard. At the rear of the Charity Shop and Pallant House
can be found a double-courtyard. Part of one side
of this garden has been made available to the Play
Café (as very popular outside space). But the
remainder of the garden area is poorly used, and
available for creative opportunities. The Play Café
courtyard could also benefit from a glazed
covering, or ‘conservatory’, to extend the
available space for customers throughout the year – although for reasons of cost,
this must be a long-term aspiration, and is not included in our immediate plans.
 Inadequate Catering Facilities - Refreshments are available in the new “play café”
on the ground floor, but the domestic standard of the main hall kitchen inhibits
catering for events. There are only very basic refreshment facilities for groups who
use the upper floor.
 Storage - The myriad of users present some challenging storage issues.
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 Charity shop - although very popular with local customers the shop needs
remodeling and refreshing to maximize both its income potential (to fund the work
of the whole Centre) and the service it offers to the community (by providing lowcost clothing and other items).
 Identity - The Pallant is sometimes described as “Havant’s best kept secret”. We fear
that most local people who do not use the centre are ignorant of the great work
which goes on there.
 Inadequate fire escapes – The upper floors of Pallant House have inadequate fire
escape facilities, severely limiting the number of people who can be accommodated
safely.
 Second-Floor ‘Garret Flat’ out of action – Pallant House has a second-floor bedsit –
which currently has no services (water or electricity) – and has clearly not been used
for decades. It would be good to return it to use.
 Ground floor room out of action – In Pallant House, we have a ground floor room
that is currently out of action, following problems with water-ingress, wood-rot and
asbestos. This room needs to be brought back into use – most likely as a muchneeded office and store-room for the Play Café.
 Poor Energy Use – The Pallant Centre is a heavy user of fossil-fuel energy – not least
because as an old building it was not designed with energy-efficiency in mind.
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Our Proposals – with Responses and Agreed Actions
Proposal 1 – Hall Upgrade
Upgrade Pallant Hall to be able to function as a fullyequipped performance AND community-events
venue. In partnership with Havant Dynamo Youth
Theatre, this proposal would create a permanent and
substantial performance facility, which would also
remain available as a traditional ‘church hall’ for public
events and (carefully managed) private events.
This upgrade would include:
 Installation of good quality sound and lighting equipment
 Substantial improvements in sound-proofing (to minimize impact on our immediate
neighbours) and sound-efficient air-handling/conditioning (so that windows are not
opened during noisy performances/events)
 Stackable seating for theatrical performances and concerts
 Improved bar and catering facilities (including upgrading the hall kitchen)
Did respondents agree with this proposal?

98% said ‘Yes’

Comments received included:
 Practical questions about how use of the space would be
managed between groups
 Concerns about whether sound proofing will be adequate for
increased use
 Comments about the need to link-up with The Spring
 Practical suggestions about sky-lights, radiators, stackable
seating and lighting/sound control

ACTION AGREED BY THE PCC:
Proceed to Pre-Planning Application and develop detailed plans, costings and fundraising.
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Proposal 2 – Courtyard Upgrade, with Dynamo Youth Theatre
Construct a single-storied building in the currently
unused part of the Pallant House/Coach House
courtyard – as a ‘seminar room’ and technical
workshop for Dynamo Youth Theatre. Also –
upgrade the surface of the Play Café Courtyard, and
install a fire escape from the Upper floor of Pallant
House.
A sketch plan of the proposed changes is shown on the next page.
This installation would include:
 A ‘seminar room’ for Dynamo to be able to teach stage-craft and for rehearsals.
This classroom would be designed in such a way as to be available to other trusted
groups when not being used by Dynamo – but Dynamo would have booking control
(in return for capital investment).
 Permanent upgrade to the Play Café courtyard (currently only using a temporary
covering over a sloping floor). The addition of a conservatory or glazed roof section
is a long-term goal (not currently part of these proposals for reasons of cost).
 Fire escape from the first floor of Pallant House – to increase safety for users of that
space, and facilitate use of the Upper floor as changing rooms for large productions
in the hall (from time to time).
 Upgrade of the Green Room to a properly equipped dressing room and meeting
space.
Did respondents agree with this proposal?

91% said ‘Yes’

Comments received included:
 Comments about the needs of the surrounding brick wall (in
poor condition) and the need for sympathetic design
 Practical questions about dual use by Dynamo and other
groups.
 One concern about the loss of ‘open space’

ACTION AGREED BY THE PCC:
Proceed to Pre-Planning Application and develop detailed plans, costings and fundraising.
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Proposal 3 – Hall Atrium
Construct an atrium, running the length of the hall (from the Kitchen to the Main
Entrance/Toilet block). This would provide valuable circulation space before, during and
after performances in the hall. The space could also be used as a day-time (adult)
café/restaurant, or additional programme space (for, say, keep-fit or parent/toddler
groups, or a dance studio – with appropriate window covers). The remainder of the car
park would be landscaped, with only a few parking spaces retained for unloading by
essential users. The car park entrance (in a listed wall) would need to be widened by a
few feet to enable vehicles to turn.
This mock-up shows only the
likely line of an atrium on the
front of the hall – NOT the
design (which is still to be
worked-out. It could be in
glass, for example.)

Did respondents agree with this proposal?

86% said ‘Yes’

Comments received included:
 Concerns about the loss of any parking spaces in the area
(especially local residents)
 Suggestion that spaces be made available for disabled users &
visitors
 Concern about the cost (one respondent)
 Support for proposal – ‘will enhance the local environment’.
 Solid roof may be easier to maintain than a glass one.
 Entrance widening (and atrium design) needs to be sensitive
to existing design and feel of the building

ACTION AGREED BY THE PCC:
Proceed to Pre-Planning Application and develop detailed plans, costings and fundraising.
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Proposal 4 – Solar Power
Install solar panels over the entire surface of the south-facing Hall roof. This would
provide solar energy to the Pallant Centre, thus reducing our fossil-fuel useage
considerably. Unused energy would be sold back to the Grid, to defray the capital cost of
installation. Note: the hall is not a listed building, although it is attached to the Grade II
listed ‘Pallant House’, and is therefore defined as being ‘within the curtilage’ of a listed
structure.

A mock-up of the south-facing hall roof, covered in solar panels

Did respondents agree with this proposal?

82% said ‘Yes’

Comments received included:
 Some practical concerns about the weight-bearing capacity of
the roof.
 Energy requirements should take precedence over
appearance – which are nothing spectacular at present.
 Solar panels are now a common sight.
 Good revenue-generator for the long-term needs of the
centre
 Proceed with caution – up to 10 years before a return is
realised
 The skylights are a very valuable source of light, and should be
retained.

ACTION AGREED BY THE PCC:
Proceed to Pre-Planning Application (including keeping the skylights) and develop
detailed plans, costings and fundraising.
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Proposal 5 – Restore the Garret Flat
Install services, kitchen, shower room, electricity, insulation and a fire escape suitable
to bring the Garratt Flat (at the top of Pallant House) back into use. This would create a
two room (plus bathroom) studio flat, suitable for either a single person or a couple, and
thereby increase the housing options in the centre of Havant for local people in housing
need.

Aerial view, showing the Garratt Flat (circled).

Did respondents agree with this proposal?

84% said ‘Yes’

Comments received included:
 Fire Consultant has grave concerns about the area being used
for sleeping accommodation. Office/day-time use ok.
 Various suggestions about the space being used for a live-in
caretaker (and some concerns about building security and
local neighbours’ comfort if the tenant was
untrustworthy/noisy).
 Cost vs return equation likely to be long.

ACTION AGREED BY THE PCC:
Development should proceed, but only as flexible programme space. Proceed to PrePlanning Application and develop detailed plans, costings and fundraising.
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